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Introduction

About us
Connecting renewables
specialists to pioneering
projects

By combining Taylor Hopkinson’s deep sector

Taylor Hopkinson is a trusted recruitment partner to the world’s

We joined forces with Brunel International N.V.,

renewable energy leaders. Our multi-lingual teams deliver

a powerful global network of more than 12,000

knowledge, network and track record with

market-leading solutions within the full life cycle of renewable

specialists in more than 100 offices across 40

Brunel’s extensive global footprint, we can

energy projects, across the industry’s emerging and most

countries. Our shared vision is to enable a

set a new benchmark for service and quality

mature markets.

diverse, global workforce that will drive the

by connecting renewables specialists to

world’s transition to sustainable energy - vital

pioneering projects across the world.

if we are to deliver our net zero ambition.

Global network,
local presence

6

contintents

Glasgow

[Head office]

40+

London
Boston

countries

Valencia
Taipei

Mexico City

100+

Singapore

12.000+
specialists worldwide

Key
Taylor Hopkinson offices
Brunel offices
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Our
services
We place specialists within the full life cycle of
renewable energy projects, from concept to asset
management.
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Our services

Retained search
& selection
We place future leaders
in renewables

Finding your next senior leaders is difficult – the executives you
need are in high demand and already working on important
projects.
You need to attract the best people to drive the success
of your business. We can help you. Our dedication to the
renewables sector means that we are deeply integrated with
the key players throughout the industry.
Our long-term relationships with clients and candidates
has given us unrivalled visibility into what’s happening in
renewables. We know exactly which projects are underway
and which are in the pipeline, across our markets in EMEA,
North America and Asia.
Whether you need Finance Directors, specialist Engineers or
C-level Executives, we help you secure the best management
teams to consolidate your market position and drive
shareholder value.

Driving investment decisions

Case
study

Senior financial role | Placing the ‘hard-to-find’ people

Their extensive network of
renewables professionals and
strong industry knowledge brings
an efficiency that saves time and
effort on the client's part.

Retained to deliver a Development Executive for a leading offshore wind
developer. This was a key position, set to play a leading part in the development of
justifications for investment decisions.
The role required a highly competent financial modeller with a solid background in
working on renewable energy projects, in particular offshore wind.
We mapped out the teams involved in offshore wind deals over the past five years
to identify the most relevant senior talent with hands-on modelling expertise.

CEO, Maple Power LLP
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Our services

Permanent
recruitment
Placing the best, most
diverse teams globally

You need to be able to secure the best management teams, so
that future recruitment initiatives will be more successful. We
partner with you to plan your recruitment process to attract
the most diverse selection of talent.
We are the exclusive partner of choice for our clients and hold
a valued position on the preferred suppliers lists of high-profile
multinationals.
We place professionals across every phase of a project using
our global network of over 70,000 renewables professionals.
Our track record of successful delivery has led to trusted, longterm partnerships with some of the industry’s most prominent
organisations.

I’ve worked with
TaylorHopkinson for more than
10 years now.

Project Director NnG at EDF Renewables

10k+
9

placements
made
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Our services

Contractor
services
Providing the local
resource you need
globally

As new offshore wind projects enter construction, you need
to have the best specialist teams on location as quickly as
possible.
Our multi-lingual contracting team is consistently deploying
specialist project personnel to existing and emerging markets
all across the world.
We track offshore wind projects, and our growing ‘tried and
tested’ resource pool means we react quickly to your needs.
We have a 100% compliance record, so we know that all of our
project teams are available and fit for work.

We’ve placed
project teams in

the majority
of all offshore
wind farms

We take care of the whole resource solution package, by:

Emerging market focus: Taiwan

•

Finding the best contract resource

•

Arranging all travel, logistics and visas – with 24-hour
support

Permanent & Contract teams | Local & expat | Emerging market

•

Paying on time using a tailored online timesheet system

•

Managing rotas for all ON/OFF signers

•

Ensuring all contractors are 100% compliant in tax,
insurance and health & safety.

Case
study

Preferred supplier for all permanent and contract project personnel for a leading
international offshore wind developer based in Taiwan.
We have supplied:
• 10 technical and commercial Package Manager roles during development, preconstruction and installation phase.
• 30 local and expat project personnel across all packages – office based in Taipei,

Active in emerging markets

Multi-lingual teams

Local resource – globally

100% compliance

Available resource pool

Track record of delivery

site based at fabrication yards/factories across Asia including Indonesia, S Korea,
Vietnam. Offshore based mobilising from Taichung, Taiwan.
• Quality Inspectors & Advisors during fabrication and Offshore Client
Representatives during installation/commissioning.
Along with delivering industry rates benchmarking reports we’ve managed all
regional work permits, supported multiple international relocations and the
mobilisation of the contractors to Taiwan, Vietnam, Indonesia and South Korea.
hundreds of megawatts of onshore wind.
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Our services

Business
intelligence
Our services improve attraction, retention and development
of employees and are deployed throughout the recruitment
and personal development process.

Salary & remuneration benchmarking
Are you paying your
business-critical
employees enough to
reduce the risk of losing
them in increasingly
competitive markets?

Replacing key staff can be stressful and expensive. Our
benchmarking services have been proven to reduce costs and
improve performance across a wide range of our clients.
With the right data you can budget, attract, retain and
incentivise your teams. Our specialist team can provide you
with accurate, real-time data tailored to your specific needs
using our proven methodology and proprietary database of
over 70,000 renewable energy-specific professionals.

Organisational design
Do you need support
structuring your team
to maintain competitive
advantage or create
more value?

Whether you are new to the offshore wind, onshore wind,
solar or storage industries, or simply experiencing transition
and growth, we can advise and design your organisational
and team structures to maximise efficiency and business
effectiveness. Our services include organogram design, job
description benchmarking and KPI benchmarking and design.

Selection process benchmarking
Are you losing strong
candidates to your
competitors even when
money is not the issue?

The candidate experience during the interview process can
be critical to achieving success in highly competitive and
constrained talent markets.
Our specialists work with you to improve your interview and
selection processes, in line with how your competitors are
assessing and attracting talent, saving you time and money.

13

This process was extremely
valuable to us in terms of
attracting and retaining our
talent...
CEO, Clean Energy Associates
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Our services

Psychometric profiling
Are your teams lacking
certain competencies?
Do you need to improve
communication between
teams?

You need to be certain that your development plans are
focusing on the right competencies for all team members.
Our consultants are certified to conduct Thomas International
DISC profiling which aims improve selection decisions and
cultural fit within your teams. This has been invaluable to many
of our retained clients, but it is also effective as a standalone
product both in selection processes and in team development
exercises.

Succession planning
Changes happen, but
leadership changes can
have a major impact on
organisational culture,
share price and talent
retention.

In this situation, it is vital that you can reassure investors and
alleviate any potential negative market reaction.
We partner with you to manage this transition by proactively
planning for these inevitable changes. We help you identify a
shortlist of potential successors, approachable up to 12 months
prior to a vacancy, using our trusted industry knowledge and
extensive network of renewables professionals.

15
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Our sectors

We have been dedicated solely to renewables for over 10 years.
We share your vision of a clean energy future, and we partner
with you to make it happen.

17
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OUR SECTORS

Our sectors

Offshore wind
A global wind industry, fuelled by a diverse workforce

Offshore and onshore
wind combined could
generate more than
a third (35%) of total
electricity needs,
becoming the prominent
generation source by
2050.
(IRENA, 2018)

The offshore wind sector is driving job creation on a global
scale. In just over 10 years, we have successfully placed a
diverse range of professionals in the main offshore wind
producing countries and in new emerging markets.
Through our retained search, permanent and contract
recruitment services, we help you secure the teams you need
to develop, finance, construct and operate your renewable
energy projects.
We have placed candidates in every project phase across 51
offshore wind farms, covering Europe, APAC and USA.

They’ve been extremely
effective in attracting top-level
talent into our organisation.
Global Director Energy Services, UL Renewables

Offshore wind jobs will

triple by 2030

19
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Our sectors

Offshore wind
AMERICAS

ASIA

USA

Taiwan

Vineyard Wind
Mayfower
Coastal Virginia
Atlantic Shores
Beacon Wind
Empire Wind
South Fork
Skipjack
Virginia
Dominion

Formosa 1 Phase 2
Formosa 2
Formosa 3
CFXD
Hai Long
Yunlin

We have placed
professionals in

+70

windfarms
globally

Japan
Enshunada
Wakayama
West
Ishikari

EUROPE
Scotland
Beatrice
Robin Rigg
Neart na Gaoithe
Inch Cape
Seagreen
Moray East

Belgium
Nobelwind
Rentel
Seamade
MOG
Nemo Link
Interconnector
Northwester ll
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Germany
England
East Anglia One
Humber Gateway
Rampion
Race Bank
Lynn & Inner
Dowsing
Hornsea 1 & 2
Dogger Bank
Triton Knoll
Greater Gabbard
London Array
West of Duddon
Sands
Westermost
Rough Lincs

Wikinger
Meerwind
Nordsee One
Nordsee OST
Global Tech
One
Amrumbank
Arkona
Merkur
Baltic 2
Nordergründe
Veja Mate
Albatros
Baltic Eagle
Triton Knoll
Hohe See
Ostwind 2

France
Saint-Nazaire
Fécamp - Seine-Maritime
Calvados project
Saint Brieuc

Denmark
Kriegers
Flak

Ireland
Codling Bank
Arklow Bank

Key

Norway

Sweden
Arklow Bank

Netherlands
Gemini
Westermeerwind
Borssele 1 & 2
Borssele 3-4
Hollandse Kust 3 & 4
Fryslan
Crosswind

Our offices
Countries
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OUR SECTORS

Our sectors

Onshore wind
Proven technology, poised for a resurgence, with a
key role to play in net-zero

Since our inception
onshore wind has
formed the bedrock of
our business, as it has
the renewables industry.

Offshore wind has the lowest cost of energy bar none, but that

With increasingly ambitious carbon reduction

We have delivered solutions for our clients and

does not signal the end for onshore wind. Many countries do

requirements and commitments to keep

candidates operating in onshore wind globally.

not have the wind resources or the infrastructure to deploy

global warming below 1.5 degrees we

Through our retained search, permanent

offshore wind and will rely on onshore solutions for many years

believe onshore wind will see a resurgence

and contract recruitment services, we help

to come.

in developed wind markets and increased

you secure the teams you need to develop,

deployment in emerging ones.

finance, construct and operate your renewable
energy projects.

They helped us to grow our
local team as we extended our
footprint in the UK market
to further develop, build and
operate wind and solar projects.

Supporting the early adopters

Case
study

Europe & USA placements | Range of disciplines
We have delivered executive, commercial, legal, finance, engineering and technical
professionals to BayWa over the last 10 years, across the UK, USA, France, Spain,
Italy and the Netherlands. They have all played a key role in the development,
financing, construction and operation of multiple hundreds of megawatts of

Director of International Wind Origination | BayWa r.e UK.

23

onshore wind.
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OUR SECTORS

Our sectors

Solar energy
Employing a third of the global renewables workforce

Solar and Wind Energy
continue to dominate
the renewable energy
capacity expansion
across global markets,
with solar accounting
for 20% (98GW) of all
new renewable energy
installations last year.

We have been building relationships and recruiting talent in the
solar sector for over 10 years.
Our track record:
•

Placed solar professionals in +50 countries across the world.

•

We communicate fluently in 6 of our sector’s most
prominent languages (English, Mandarin, Spanish, French,
Italian and German).

•

Industry knowledge and track record across the full
value chain: Manufacturers, Developers, EPC companies,
Utilities, O&M Providers, Asset Managers, Investors and
Consultancies.

•

Amassed a candidate network across the entire project
lifecycle, developed and refined over 10+ years in industry.

•

A dedicated Chinese team to manage our global client base
of Chinese customers, with a track record of completing
100+ placements across 7 of the top 10 global solar PV
module manufacturers.

25

Placing hard-to-find candidates

Case
study

+ 30 appointments | Trilingual requirement
Recruitment partner of choice for Trina Solar globally placing +30 professionals
across their offices in EMEA, APAC and LATAM.
We were retained to source and select a trilingual (Spanish, Mandarin and English)
CFO for their newly acquired solar tracker systems company, Nclave.
This role involved an uncommon languages portfolio, C-level exposure in finance,
company acquisitions experience, and team management of both Spanish and
Chinese colleagues.
We successfully delivered a shortlist of 5 candidate profiles and ultimately secured
a high calibre candidate to join the management team.

Created 291121 Doc No. B003 v1
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Our sectors

Solar energy
We have placed Solar professionals in +50 countries worldwide.
Argentina
Australia
Bangladesh
Belgium
Brazil
Chile
China
Colombia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Dubai
Egypt

France
Germany
Ghana
Georgia
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan

Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Lithuania
Mexico
Netherlands
Nigeria
Panama

Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Singapore

South Africa
Spain
South Korea
Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand

UK
USA
Ukraine
Vietnam

+100

We have placed

with 7 of the top 10
global PV module
manufacturers

Key
Our offices

27

Countries
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OUR SECTORS

Our sectors

Energy storage
Playing a key role in our transition to a clean energy
future

Overcoming the
intermittency of
renewable energy
production is the final
hurdle to overcome
in driving humanity’s
transition to a carbon
neutral energy system.

The need for effective storage solutions is becoming ever more
critical, as the amount of renewables on the grid continues to
grow at pace.
We have worked with businesses developing innovative
solutions to the age-old problem of how to store electricity.
These have ranged from straight forward battery solutions, to
compressed air, to molten salts to hydrogen.
On a project level, there is huge crossover between storage
projects and other types of renewable energy projects. This
can make the transfer of skills simple. Other areas require key
specialists that require in-depth search techniques to identify
pools of transferable skills talent.
In both instances, we are perfectly positioned to add value to

I’ve worked with Taylor
Hopkinson on various search
projects over the last five years.
The team always adopt a very
focused, extremely professional
and thorough approach to their
work.
R&D Programme Director, ITI Energy

our clients.
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Our ethos

We continue to take steps internally to reduce our carbon
footprint, by minimising unnecessary travel, recycling and using
recycled goods, and promoting local supply chain procurement,
in line with our commitment to achieving net-zero.
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Our
Our ethos
ethos

Sustainable,
responsible &
inclusive

We want to do business in a
sustainable way, through our
selection process, promotion
of gender diversity and
offsetting our environmental
impact.

To achieve this, we support our clients’ entry into emerging
offshore wind, onshore wind and solar markets in a
sustainable manner, and improve diversity within the sector.

Tom Hopkinson, CEO - Taylor Hopkinson

CarbonNeutral
We are 100% committed
to our future

We were recently awarded CarbonNeutral® flights certification

In addition, we continue to take steps as a business internally to reduce our

from Natural Capital Partners. This certification verifies that we

carbon footprint in the following ways:

have successfully offset a total footprint of 140 tonnes of carbon
emissions associated with our 2019 business-related air travel,

•

working, reducing our need to travel

within the requirements of the CarbonNeutral Protocol.
The nature of our business means that air travel is often a
necessity. To compensate for our company flight emissions, we
have chosen to support low carbon development through a
dedicated renewable energy project – Theni Wind Power.
The Theni Wind Power project in India, delivers 100,000 MWh

Our office provides state-of-the-art VC facilities and we support flexible

•

We recycle and use recycled good where possible

•

Our environmental policy is devoted to a paperless office

•

We offer a cycle-to-work scheme for all employees

•

We use a local supply chain on procurement of goods and services where
possible.

of clean renewable electricity to the southern regional grid
each year and contributes to the local economy and livelihood
of residents through the creation of jobs.
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Our
Our ethos
ethos

Diversity
Together we achieve
more

We are committed to attracting and placing the most diverse

•

range of candidates globally, and this is reflected in everything
we do. Our business is led by 3 females out of 7 directors, and
our multilingual team comprises 51% females, 8 nationalities,

diversity in renewables.
•

•

are members of the OWIC Gender Diversity Strategy Group.

•

invest in regular diversity training to support our team in

•

live our brand by carefully considering the language, imagery and messaging
used on our website and in our materials to attract and engage with the

placing professionals in +50 countries.
In addition, we:

are founding sponsor of WeBridge, a networking platform promoting gender

most diverse audience.
•

contributed to and are featured in OWIC’s recent D&I Best Practice Guide,
which highlights the importance of diversity in own our selection processes
and also how we help our clients in attracting a diverse workforce.

a practical way, and recently confirmed a Partnership with

In 2018 we became a founding member and key sponsor of WeBridge, a

Diversity and Inclusion consultancy Voice At The Table.

networking platform to promote gender diversity in the renewable energy and

were awarded Recruiter of the Year 2021 for the second

clean tech sectors.

year running, with our commitment to diversity cited as a
key asset.
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Our
Our ethos
ethos

CSR
We’ve raised over £25k
...and counting

In 2012, we committed to undertake a minimum of one

This symbols our solidarity as an international team, and will raise valuable funds

fundraising effort a year for amazing causes. This year we’re

for life saving and enriching international care charities – Samaritans and IASP.

embarking on an epic global team effort to run / walk / cycle
(or practically any other chosen self propelled method!) the

In recent years, our team has successfully completed the challenges below,

distance between our international offices by 28 March 2021 –

raising over £25k for charity partners such as Renewable World, Cancer

that’s 26,770km!

Research, The Alzheimer Society, Do-nation, MS Society, CLIC Sargent and
Childrens Cancer and Leukemia Group (CCLG).

This symbols our solidarity as an international team, and will
raise valuable funds for life saving and enriching international

Tough Mudder:

care charities – Samaritans and IASP.

•

A 22 mile summit run up Mount Snowdon

•

A 215 mile bike ride from Durham to Edinburgh in 2015, via 7 wind farms

In 2012, we committed to undertake a minimum of one

•

‘Man vs Lakes’ – a 26.2 mile run / assault course through the Lake District

fundraising effort a year for amazing causes. This year we’re

•

‘Coast to Coast’ challenge – 105 miles across the Scottish Highlands

embarking on an epic global team effort to run / walk / cycle

•

57km Ultra Marathon across Edinburgh

(or practically any other chosen self propelled method!) the
distance between our international offices by 28 March 2021 –
that’s 26,770km!
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Contact us
enquire@taylorhopkinson.com

taylorhopkinson.com
Glasgow - London - Boston - Valencia - Singapore - Taipei - Mexico City
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